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Frequency dependence of the magnetoimpedance in amorphous
CoP electrodeposited layers
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Magnetic properties and changes of impedance upon external field~MI ! are studied in amorphous
CoP magnetic layers obtained by galvanostatic electrodeposition over cylindrical Cu substrates. The
magnetic layer thickness is controlled by deposition time and varies between 3 and 7mm. Due to
the columnar growth of Co, thicker layers have stronger perpendicular radial anisotropy. The field
and frequency dependence of the impedance is measured in the kHz/MHz range. Although it is
generally accepted that a radial anisotropy should be unfavorable to the MI effect, an increase of the
MI ratio with the thickness of the magnetic layer, and thus with anisotropy, is observed. Results are
explained in terms of a model considering the current distribution along the sample thickness with
two well-defined regions having different transport and magnetic properties. ©2000 American
Institute of Physics.@S0021-8979~00!57108-4#
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Soft magnetic materials exhibit expressive changes o
impedance as a function of applied magnetic field, the m
netoimpedance~MI !, that can be explained using the clas
cal skin effect shown in ferromagnetic conductors.1

MI can be observed in rapidly quenched materials l
amorphous wires2–5 and ribbons,6 thin films7 and
microwires.8 Recently, MI has been also observed on no
magnetic conducting wires electroplated with magnetic l
ers. Beachet al. found MI in BeCu wires electroplated with
NiFe thin layers,9 and explained their results without consi
ering the skin effect. Afterwards, Usovet al.developed a MI
theoretical model based on the skin effect for such compo
wires.10 Finally, Faviereset al. have reported MI on twisted
CoP multilayers electrodeposited onto Cu wires which
hibit helical anisotropy.11 The importance of MI studies lie
on the development of magnetic field sensing devices.

In this work we present MI results measured at differe
frequencies on Co90P10 single layers electrodeposited on
Cu wires. We report the existence of MI measured in
MHz range on samples with radial anisotropy. An importa
observed feature is the almost absence of the two-p
behavior12 in the MI spectra, that could be correlated wi
the existence of the radial anisotropy. This particular beh
ior for the MI with an applied field is envisaged to be ve
promising for applications in sensing devices.

The 10 cm long pieces of noninsulated commercial
wire, with a diameter of the order of 190mm have been
carefully cleaned and mounted inside an electrodeposi
cell in which a chemical solution was kept in a consta
temperature of 74 °C. In all samples, a thin layer of CoP w
grown over the Cu wire using a constant electrolytic curr

a!Electronic mail: jps@if.ufrj.br
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density of 200 mA/cm2 ~galvanostatic mode!. By keeping the
current density constant, the layer thickness could be c
trolled by the deposition time. In this work, three samp
have been obtained with layer thickness of approximately
4 and 3mm, respectively. The layer composition was det
mined by Atomic Emission Spectroscopy as being Co90P10

and was the same in all samples.
The magnetoimpedance has been measured in a

quency range between 0.05 and 10 MHz using a setup b
on a description given previously.13 The main difference of
the set-up used here is that an optimized ac current inten
control has been developed allowing real and imagin
separation of the MI effect based on lock-in techniques. T
sinusoidal ac current is applied to the sample by means
HP33120A signal generator, which in fact is a volta
source. In order to measure and keep the current inten
constant during the experiments, a Tektronix P6022 ac c
rent probe has been employed to monitor the flow of curr
through the sample. Such current probes gives a voltage
put which is in phase and is proportional to the current fl
~1 mV/mA!, with a flat frequency response between 100 k
and 200 MHz. This signal is then used to measure the cur
intensity with the aid of a SRS840 RF lock-in amplifier. Th
voltage source is adjusted by means of a software feedb
control to keep the current intensity constant~1 mARMS) dur-
ing the whole experiment. As a result of this control, a
change in the sample’s measured voltage can be ascribe
changes in the sample’s impedance. The voltage drop ac
the sample is measured as a function of an external DC fi
This external DC field is generated in a long solenoid, alo
the longitudinal axis of the sample, using a KEPCO pow
supply, and reaches a maximum value of 30 kA/m. Finally
should be mentioned that the current signal is also use
5 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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make the phase adjustments for each measured value. T
fore the in phase signal corresponds to the real part of
sample’s impedance, while the out phase signal can be a
ciated to the reactance of the sample. The MI ratios w
defined in the conventional way, considering the impeda
at the maximum applied field as reference.

Figure 1 shows the real, imaginary and total compone
of the magnetoimpedance ratio for the sample with 7mm of
CoP measured at different frequencies using an ac curre
1 mARMS. A dramatic increase of the real MI ratio, reachin
about 1000% at a frequency of 1 MHz, was found in the r
component. This maximum ratio has been obser
previously.14

In Fig. 2 we report the thickness dependence of the
MI ratio for all samples measured at 50 kHz~a!, 500 kHz~b!
and 1 MHz ~c! and 10 MHz~d!. These results can be ex
plained considering the particular geometry of the ferrom
netic layer with respect to the sample. The electrodepos
layers form a thin tube over the Cu substrate. When the
current is flowing through the sample, considering a cert
magnetic permeability, its frequency will settle a defin
penetration depth. At 50 kHz, the penetration depthd is ap-
proximately 300mm for Cu. Even though the presence of t
magnetic layer can change this penetration depth subs
tially, it is expected that the current would be flowing almo
through the whole cross section. The MI observed is due
the ferromagnetic behavior of the CoP layer. In electrodep
ited layers it is known that a magnetic anisotropy is dev
oped during the deposition procedure, and that this ani

FIG. 1. Real~R!, imaginary~X! and total~Z! magnetoimpedance ratios as
function of frequency in the electrodeposited wire with a 7mm thick CoP
layer.
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ropy changes from planar to radial depending on the la
thickness.15–17The different anisotropies lead to distinct pe
meability values, and, therefore, to different MI behavio
The sample with thicker ferromagnetic layer shows the la
est MI effect. The anisotropy should be approaching the
dial direction in this case, and the changes of permeab
due to the external DC field are larger than in thinner laye

A new behavior is observed at 500 kHz and 1 MH
@Figs. 2~b! and 2~c!#. At low DC field values the current is
flowing mainly in the CoP layer, in which the conductivit
and permeability are very different18 from the Cu core. The
increase of the DC field increases the penetration depth,
a monotonic reduction of the impedance is observed. W
the penetration depth crosses the CoP/Cu interface a su
change of behavior in the MI is expected, as observed
Figs. 2~b! and 2~c!. By changing the CoP layer thickness, th
DC field on which this crossing effect is observed al
changes. In summary, at 500 kHz and 1 MHz the cross
effect is dominant.

Finally, at 10 MHz the penetration depth is very sma
and the current is flowing mainly in the CoP layer, even a
maximum DC field. As a consequence, changes of imp
ance by the DC field should mainly follow the magne
behavior of the layer, and no crossing effects should be
served. In fact, the 10 MHz curves are very similar to the
kHz curves, since the impedance variation in both cases
only related to the permeability changes of the CoP lay
and no crossing effects are expected to be dominant.

Some theoretical models of MI effects in ferromagne

FIG. 2. Real magnetoimpedance ratio measured in CoP electrodepo
wires with different thicknesses, at~a! 50 kHz,~b! 500 kHz,~c! 1 MHz and
~d! 10 MHz.
IP license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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wires have been proposed recently. Me´nard and co-workers19

as well as Kraus20 developed models based on the simul
neous solution of the appropriate Maxwell equations and
Landau–Lifshitz equation of spin motion. In these mode
the impedance of a ferromagnetic wire is described as a fu
tion of the frequency, current intensity, magnetic exter
field applied to the sample and some other parameters.
solutions are given in terms of Bessel functions of the fi
kind.

In this work we also developed a model to describe
impedance, but considering the special geometry of
samples, in which we have a tubular CoP ferromagn
layer over a nonmagnetic Cu cylindrical core. Taking t
suggestion given by Me´nard et al.19 we have considered
Bessel functions of the second kind in the general solu
for the components of the magnetic fields and magnet
tions (hr , hf , hz andmr , mf , mz),

hr ,hw ,mr ,mw}a1J1~kr !1a2N1~kr !;

hz ,mz}a1J0~kr !1a2N0~kr !. ~3!

After considering the proper boundary conditions in t
CoP/Cu interface, it is possible to obtain a homogene
linear system in which the complex superficial impedan
can be determined as a function of the applied field, f
quency and the layer thickness. It has been shown by Ye
et al. that the superficial impedance of a wire is, except fo
geometrical factor, equivalent to the total impedance.21 It
should be mentioned that this model does not consider
anisotropy, which in fact exists in our samples. Using
characteristic values of the sample, considering the cor
CoP layer thickness, applied to this model, we were able
calculate the MI ratios at 1 MHz. Figure 3 shows the effe
of a layer on the MI ratios as a function of the applied fie
It is possible to see a good qualitative agreement with
experimental results obtained in the samples with 7mm and
4 mm thickness of the magnetic layer, showing that t
model is appropriate@see Figs. 2~b! and 2~c!#. For the sample
with 3 mm of magnetic layer, a change of anisotropy dire
tion is expected17 and this can be the reason for the observ
differences between model and experiments, since the m
does not account for anisotropy effects.

A magnetoimpedance effect has been observed
Co90P10 layers electrodeposited over Cu wires. Their mag
toimpedance effect increases with the layer thickness,
the observed behavior can be explained considering the
fluence of the layer thickness. Moreover, the magnetoimp
ance ratio increases with frequency, as expected from
general accepted trend considering the penetration d
model. These materials are very promising for applicatio
where high magnetic fields are necessary, e.g., high cur
sensors.

The authors are in debt with Dr. A. Garcı´a-Escorial and
C. Garcı´a-Oca for the compositional analysis of the sampl
J. M. Garcı´a wishes to thank Volkswagen Audi-CSIC for h
grant. This work has been supported by CNPq, FAPERJ
FAPESP ~Brazilian agencies! and by projects CAM/07N/
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FIG. 3. Calculated impedance, at 1 MHz current frequency, of the electro
posited system as a function of the magnetic field.
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